To develop small, powerful flying machines that change the world.
Zero Emissions

Very Low Operating Cost

Easy to Use

Automated Flight Plans

Large Range of Sensors

Crop Spraying
Introducing The X PlusOne
Horizontal & Vertical Flight

VTOL Capabilities

Fully Autonomous AI

2 Axis Gimbal for GoPro

1lbs Payload of Equipment

Max Speed of 60 MPH

Follow Me Mode
Visual Inspection
Multispectral
Thermal
LIDAR
Hyperspectral
Coming Soon | PhoneDrone Ethos
Precision Farming

Very Small Barrier to Entry

Simple to Use

Control via an App

iOS & Android
ABC’s Shark Tank

2 Kickstarter Campaigns
$400,000+
1,500+ Backers

16,000 website hits
daily
Diverse Team
Specialization in a Large Variety of Fields
Built in the U.S.A.
Enhancing the Local Community